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ABSTRACT
Gentile, Michael, 2004: Studies in the Transformation of Post-Soviet Cities. Case
Studies from Kazakhstan. Geografiska Regionstudier, nr. 59, 256 pp. Uppsala. ISBN
91-506-1755-9. English text.

Since the demise of central planning, post-Soviet cities have found themselves
operating in a radically different economic climate in which, contrary to the
situation during the Soviet époque, market relations and the urban economy’s
adjustment thereto are the reality to which urbanites are faced with in their daily
lives. For the vast majority, this reality has been harsh. Even so, market agency in
post-Soviet cities is circumscribed by a physical infrastructure composed to foster
its rejection, leading to an inevitable tension between Soviet legacy and today’s
market reality. An overarching task of this dissertation is to contribute to a greater
understanding of the new urban form which is emerging out of this tension. For
this purpose, eight self-contained papers are brought together, using case studies
from urban Kazakhstan in order to shed light on recent urban developments in
the former Soviet Union.

Two broad themes are subject to particular attention: urbanisation and
regional migration processes, and urban socio-spatial differentiation. Urbanisation
is studied through the comparative analysis of census data from 1989 and 1999,
from which a “closed city effect” pattern emerges. Soviet and post-Soviet era
urban-bound migrant characteristics are compared using survey data (N=3,136)
collected by the author, demonstrating the existence of a significant ethnic
transition within the migrant flow.

Socio-spatial differentiation patterns are mapped and analysed for three case
study cities (Ust'-Kamenogorsk, Leninogorsk and Zyryanovsk), revealing
significant spatial disparities which are principally explainable in light of the
workings of the Soviet economy, and its built-in priority system. Market forces
tend to accentuate them.

Key words: Kazakhstan, former Soviet Union, urbanisation, survey method, post-Soviet cities,

residential preferences, socio-spatial differentiation.

Michael Gentile: Uppsala University, Department of Social and Economic
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Studies in the Transformation of

Post-Soviet Cities:

An Introduction to the Field

Cities in transition – transition in cities?

Of the truly Russian towns, perhaps the most lasting visual impression is
their similarity, so that it is difficult to pick out features lending
individuality to particular communities, which doubtless arises from the
widespread standardisation throughout Russian life (Mellor, 1966, p. 159).

Socialist/Soviet cities differed from their capitalist counterparts (Musil,
1992).1 Standardisation is certainly one of the principal socialist urban
legacies of the Soviet epoch. In today’s Latvian housing market, even after
thirteen years of independence, it is common to talk about buying a model
119 or 502. Or perhaps even a “Lithuanian project”. In fact, about two
thirds of the housing stock in the Baltics consist of quasi-identical
prefabricated apartment blocks built since 1960 (Kursis, 1999, p. 15) –
even in the historical city of Riga, about 60 percent of the population live
in such dwellings (Marana, 1997, p. 197). The differences between models
119, 502 and the Lithuanian project are limited, and their quality is
principally determined by the year of construction. Regional architectural
features were, however, occasionally incorporated. In Uzbekistan, for
example, one will find 5/9-storey apartment blocks with a flavour of the
orient (figure 1) alongside the “usual” (5/9-storey) apartment blocks. In
Soviet language, this phenomenon would be understood as within sblizhenie
narodov, the process of ethnic nearing, which was supposed to be fostered
by socialist urbanisation (Shkaratan, 1986, p. 5). Nevertheless,
standardisation in housing was modest compared to the rest of the visible
cityscape: cars, consumer goods in stores, movie theatres, parks,
monuments and schools were all constructed in a similar fashion. Today,
consumer goods are both importnye (imported) and domashnye (nationally

1 In this dissertation, the terms socialist and Soviet are sometimes used inter-
changeably, as in socialist and Soviet cities. The Soviet Union and the Central and
East European states shared, more or less, the same type of socialism. Hence a
post-Soviet city is also post-socialist, but not vice versa. Nevertheless, one should
remember that socialism lasted over 70 years in the USSR, but only 40-50 years in
East Central Europe. Seen in this perspective, post-Soviet cities are more “post-
socialist” than their Central and East European counterparts.

1
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produced), high quality and low quality, prestigious and “basic”. In a mark-
et environment, differences in quality and prestige tend to be spatial, but
housing and other fixed edifices cannot move, they can only be
demolished or renovated. As a result, diverse consumer goods must be
sold in stores built to supply standardised goods (at least until new facilities
are built or other solutions, such as the capital-requiring conversion of
bottom-floor apartments into stores, are achieved), the better schools use
standard classrooms, and luxury apartments are carved out of prefabricated
blocks. Of course, new housing for the elite, new roads for the increasing
volume of traffic, new schools for the children of wealthy families, and
new shopping malls for the supply of a greater variety of products, are
being built. But at different speeds, scales and intensities. And above all:
not everywhere.

Figure 1: Variations on a theme: High status multi-family apartment housing with a
flavour of the orient in central Tashkent, Uzbekistan. Photo: Michael Gentile, April
1998.

The overarching purpose of this dissertation is to shed light on recent
urban developments in the former Soviet Union (FSU). Specifically, the
three main research targets are:

1. to describe and analyse patterns of (de)urbanisation in the FSU, based
on the example of regions containing one or more so-called “closed
cities” (section two),

2. to compare Soviet and post-Soviet urban-bound migration flows
(section two), and

3. to describe and analyse patterns of urban socio-spatial differentiation
and the geography of residential preferences and housing satisfaction
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within the context of the peripheral post-Soviet small and medium-
sized city (section three).

Since the demise of central planning, cities have found themselves
operating in a radically different economic climate in which, contrary to
the situation during the Soviet époque, market relations between supply and
demand and the urban economy’s adjustment thereto are the reality to
which urbanites are faced with in their daily lives. During the decade
following the dissolution of the USSR, this reality has been harsh for the
vast majority. However, whereas the market does have a direct impact on
the populace’s day-to-day life pattern, it is an irrefutable fact that its agency
is circumscribed by a physical infrastructure composed to foster its
rejection. One of the themes which appears in several of the articles
collected in this dissertation – implicitly or explicitly – is the tension
between the Soviet legacy and today’s market reality. A central argument
which permeates all articles is that there is much reason to revisit the
significance of the mode of operation of the socialist resource allocation
system, under the auspices of which most of the urban infrastructure of
the FSU appeared.

At the end of the 1990’s , the FSU had a population of nearly 290
million, of which about 65 percent lived in urban areas (UN, 2002;
UNICEF, 2004). Chauncy Harris once noted that the Soviet Union was a
land of large cities (Harris, 1970, p. 1), and this is still certainly true for the
post-Soviet states. At the time of the last Soviet census (1989), however,
43.9 percent of the population lived in cities which could be defined as
“small2” (less than 100 thousand inhabitants) or “medium-sized” (100-500
thousand)(Pivovarov, 1996, p. 152). It is these size-groups that are going to
be probed in depth in the dissertation, aiming to complement the existing
sizeable volume of literature dealing with post-Soviet metropolises,
primarily Moscow and St. Petersburg. In fact, although the analysis of
developments in these multimillion cities certainly yields results which are
not only of interest within the field of post-Soviet urban geography, but
also to the discipline of human geography in general, this near-exclusive
metrocentric research focus relegates large sections of the people of the
FSU into academic penumbra. Is the dynamism which we are witnessing in
Moscow, Kiev or even Almaty leading to positive reverberations
throughout the urban network, or is the current metropolitan development

2 The minimum population size of USSR cities fluctuates, since other factors were
also included in the definition of city, first and foremost employment in “urban”
sectors of the economy. However, as Rowland (1998, p. 272) points out, nearly
the entire urban population lives in “cities” of more than 15,000 inhabitants, the
category of “cities under 15,000” being insignificantly small.
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partially or entirely occurring at the expense of cities occupying secondary
or tertiary roles within the national urban systems? This dissertation might
not be able to provide a satisfying answer to questions of this extent, but
the findings reported in the empirical examination of the three Eastern
Kazakh case study cities of Ust'-Kamenogorsk (Öskemen in Kazakh),
Leninogorsk (Leninogor, renamed Ridder in the summer of 2002) and
Zyryanovsk (Zyryan) will, by distinguishing themselves from each other
and from the largest post-Soviet cities, demonstrate that this dissertation is
not about the post-Soviet city, but about post-Soviet cities.3 There is no
doubt that the post-Soviet set of cities is in transition. The question is
whether, or rather how, transition is materialising in the cities’ physical and
socio-spatial landscapes. What follows serves as an introductory example.

Until an explosion at the beryllium unit of the top-secret Ul’ba
Metallurgical Plant (UMZ) released a cloud of extremely noxious beryllium
dust which spread over Ust'-Kamenogorsk during a tepid afternoon in
September (Boyko, 1991), the majority of the city’s approximately 300,000
inhabitants did not know much about activities inside what was commonly
referred to as the “postal terminal”. The fact that many people suddenly
had to be taken to the hospital for “some tests”, and that a seemingly
random group was kept there made people suspicious (“Valentina”,
September 2000). A few years later, the plant was nearly at a stand-still, and
most of the highly enriched uranium stored there had been removed
during a joint US-Kazakh secret mission (operation “Sapphire”)(Laumulin,
1995). Within a decade, the plant had recommenced production. Today,
its management is proud to celebrate the plant’s “glorious” history and
unique production in numerous advertisement-articles in the local news-
paper (Pantiushenko, 2000a; 2000b; 2000c), via a factory museum, and
through advertisement billboards throughout the city (figure 2).

The beryllium explosion in Ust'-Kamenogorsk is as much a symbol –
of the failure of the Soviet system and of its reliance upon disinformation
– as it is an ecological catastrophe. The event has had a deep impact on the
everyday lives of the city’s inhabitants. Besides the still largely unknown
long-term health effects of beryllium exposure, the citizens have been
made aware of the existence of an extremely hazardous production facility
in the middle of the city, not far from a number of densely populated
residential areas. As a result of this discovery, one would expect immediate
socio-spatial rearrangements in a market economy: land values surrounding
the factory would fall and the wealthier residents, in this case very few,
would flee  the area. But  moving is a  decision taken at the individual level,

3 The city names used in this dissertation are the ones that were used at the time of
the field work (August 2000 to February 2001).
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Figure 2: Advertisement for the Ul’ba Metallurgical Plant JSC. The public is informed
about the plant’s production of uranium, tantalum and beryllium and of various
machinery. A smiling uranium pellet is expected to foster a positive image of the
enterprise. Since it is not the factory’s intention to exhort people to purchase beryllium
oxide powder or uranium pellets, this kind of advertisement should more be understood
as the factory’s way of legitimising its presence and activity in the city, suffocating local
environmental concerns by stimulating a feeling of popular pride. The fact that the UMZ
is one of the world’s greatest beryllium producers4 (Cunningham, 2002, p. 11.3) gives
the city a unique identity.  Photo: Michael Gentile, January 2001.

and in response to an evaluation of numerous factors, including distance to
work, availability of a private vehicle and, of course, disposable income.
However, what might be most important is the individual perception of
the importance of the aforementioned “surprise hazard”. After all, does
one really care about the existence of such a plant when one has lived next
to it, perhaps for decades, without knowing or noticing anything? The data
from the survey that I carried out in the city suggest that environmental
concerns are strongest when you can smell them – and beryllium cannot
be detected that way (Gentile and Vostochno-Kazakhstanskoe, 2001). The
case of the UMZ serves as a fruitful introduction to the topic of this
dissertation because it sheds light on the dialectic between the fixity of the
spatial structure of the city and the social processes that are embedded in
it. The sudden collapse of the USSR meant that post-Soviet cities such as
Ust'-Kamenogorsk were forced to face a gap between city form and the

4 Excluding mining activities.
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new social order. The inherent inertia of built structures will broadly
influence the socio-spatial development of the city within the foreseeable
future.

This introductory chapter will primarily discuss two broad but inter-
laced areas of transformation: urbanisation and socio-spatial differentia-
tion, attempting to set the post-Soviet set of cities into context. This
discussion will be followed by a presentation of the dissertation’s structure
and of the main conclusions from the articles. First, however, a few words
on the methods and material used, followed by a presentation of
Kazakhstan and of the three cities chosen as case studies.

Methods and material

This dissertation may be placed within the structural-empirical tradition.
Thus far, research on non-metropolitan post-Soviet urban areas has been
rather limited, and the need for establishing an empirical base of case
studies is evident. Ideally, as Sykora (2000) pointed out a few years ago,
there is a need for work of comparative nature in post-socialist urban
geography. In my opinion, a base of empirical measurements upon which
theory may be constructed is necessary, and an aim of this dissertation is to
contribute to such a base by summarising the results of extensive research
on the Soviet city. Once the fact base is sufficiently broad and solid, the
following step would require intensive research allowing a different depth
of understanding of causal relationships and of structures which are not
immediately evident. This is facilitated by the implementation of a different
methodology centred on qualitative methods. Given their particular
applicability in the intensive and extensive stages of the research process,
qualitative and quantitative approaches complement rather than exclude
one another (Sayer, 1992, ch. 9). Although this dissertation is dominated by
the quantitative approach, qualitative methods were occasionally employed.
It should be noted, however, that the use of qualitative methods is not
always practically feasible in the post-Soviet field, for the reasons given
below. An empiricist methodology facilitates communication with local
academics and other societal actors, who often retain the “Soviet” attitude
that the relevance of science to society is in direct proportion to its
immediate employability in production (see Borén, 2003, ch. 7). One very
important aspect is that foreigners’ (and locals’) field work, including my
own, is often subject to sabotage by the authorities, particularly the secret
services. Methodologies founded on the idea that a deeper understanding
of a particular problem is attainable through the usage of qualitative
methods, such as in-depth interviews, are likely to run into problems, in an
atmosphere in which a private conversation on the street (or a private
phone call) may be followed by the interlocutor being threatened by the
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security police. Although the extent of this problem probably varies
considerably between cities, I can confirm its existence drawing on my
personal experience. Another problem is that a qualitative approach would
have required longer periods of field work in order to establish sufficiently
strong relations with the research object as to guarantee their wholehearted
participation and devotion to the project. There are also multiple ethical
problems. Taped interviews, for instance, must be examined and approved
of by the Kazakhstani customs authority one week before departure, which
precludes the possibility to guarantee any kind of confidentiality or even
anonymity. Even written notes, though not formally required to be
checked in advance by customs, tend to be subject to more-than-general
scrutiny at the border. This is, of course, a problem which concerns all
methods, but interviews are particularly affected.

The methods used in the dissertation are: the survey method, the
analysis of official statistics, the comparison and evaluation of cartographic
material, field observation and, to a minor extent, interviews with key
persons. First, however, I will illustrate on the process by which the case
study cities were selected.

Selection of case study cities. The case study cities were selected using
the following procedure. Initially, a database including all cities of the FSU
with a population of over 50,000 was created. The figures, extracted from a
variety of Soviet statistical publications, as well as from data from the
statistical committee of the Russian Federation and from a few Western
sources (see Gentile, 1999), covered the cities’ year of establishment, the
population size (when available) at the time of the Soviet censuses and in
1998, the absolute and relative size of the working age population in 1989,
and the absolute and relative size of the population employed in industry.
Together with a few considerations as listed below, the census population
figures for 1989 were used as a base for the selection of case study cities.

Thereafter, four main principles were used to select the appropriate
case study objects. First, the cities were expected to be sufficiently
representative of the post-socialist and, particularly, post-Soviet city
system. Second, they had to be located within the same region, broadly
understood in the functional sense. Third, they had to be taken from
different levels of the urban hierarchy, in order to examine the situation
unfolding in poorly researched city-types, and to elucidate differences
between cities of different sizes. Finally, the largest city in the study should
belong to a medium-large category of cities (between 250,000 and 600,000)
inhabitants, standing for the highest central place functions within its
surrounding region. In total, 89 such cities were identified. Of these, 24
were excluded as possible candidates due to one or more of the following
reasons: (a) they are located in areas that had experienced armed conflict
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during the 1990’s, (b) they were/are capitals of a Soviet Socialist Republic
or of a successor state, (c) they are located less than 75 km from a city
larger than itself or less than 150 km from Moscow, and (d) they are
located less than 100 km from the border to a non-FSU state. Ust'-
Kamenogorsk was selected from a list of the 65 remaining cities.
Leninogorsk and Zyryanovsk were the obvious choice for cities at a lower
level of the urban hierarchy. It would perhaps have been more appropriate
to use a classification based on a combination of population size and main
urban economic functions. However, such a strict classification would
have been difficult to create due to the lack or inaccuracy of information
on numerous individual cities.

Survey method. A questionnaire survey covering a total of 3,136
respondents was conducted in the three case study cities of Ust'-
Kamenogorsk (1,836 respondents), Leninogorsk (700 respondents) and
Zyryanovsk (600 respondents). Although the method problems are
described more thoroughly in article VI, there are a few points worth
additional notice (but see section on cartographic material below). The
questionnaire form can be found in the appendix.

Questionnaire surveys are a useful tool to gain information on the
“solid facts” of a particular population, provided that the sample that is
used reflects the demographic and socio-economic composition of the
larger population which it is meant to describe, that there is a high and/or
non-selective response rate, and that the questionnaire survey is designed
professionally, that is, in a manner that makes it clearly understandable and
neutral. A questionnaire survey based on multiple choice questions such as
the one used in this dissertation requires knowledge of probable responses
(Gersmehl and Brown, 1992, p. 82). This was ensured by an initial minor
pilot survey (N=64) in a socially and physically varied neighbourhood in
Ust'-Kamenogorsk. In this dissertation, the questionnaire survey partly
replaces data which scholars of Western cities would usually be able to
obtain from national, regional or municipal statistical offices. In
Kazakhstan, as in most of the rest of the FSU, such data are unavailable or
available only at a very aggregate level through official publications. More
detailed information may sometimes be purchased separately by
contractual agreement, but, as far as the author understands, in
Kazakhstan, the release of additional information must receive a nulla osta
from the Committee for National Security (KNB).5

5 As an example, I can mention that I tried buying data on the exact population
size of all settlements in East Kazakhstan oblast’ according to the census data from
1989. The oblast’ statistical office in Ust'-Kamenogorsk agreed at first to supply
such information, after guaranteeing that the data existed beyond any doubt, but
subsequently inexplicably (i.e. due to “technical reasons”) changed its mind.
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Official statistics. The dissertation makes extensive use of official
statistical publications from State Statistical Committee of the USSR
(Goskomstat SSSR), as well as from the successor national authorities,
primarily the Republic of Kazakhstan’s Statistical Agency (Agenstvo
Respubliki Kazakhstan po Statistike). Most of the material that is used
concerns population figures and other demographical indicators. In
addition, some unpublished population figures referring to the last Soviet
census were purchased from the State Statistical Committee of the Russian
Federation (Goskomstat Rossiiskoy Federatsii) and from the Republic of
Kazakhstan’s Statistical Agency. The greatest problem in both Soviet and
Kazakhstani population data is that they are presented at a very aggregate,
usually at least oblast’ level. Other problems that are attributable to Soviet
statistics, such as the limitations in the extent of coverage, the form of
presentation, and possible distortion of the data (de Souza, 1989, p. 9)
seem to be of greater concern for other types of information than that
used in this dissertation. Nevertheless, I have encountered a few
questionable figures. The most blatant example was actually produced by
Kazakhstan’s statistical agency during the post-Soviet period. In order to
gain support for the new capital city project of Astana, the city’s
population jumped from 324,100 to 493,600 between January 2001 and
January 2002 – according to official statistics. During previous years, the
city’s population had grown at an annual rate of only a few thousand
(Agenstvo 2001; 2002). In short, using official statistics requires a certain
degree of attentiveness and preparedness for dealing with occasional
inexplicable “anomalies”.

Cartographic material. Various types of maps were used during the
course of the research: (a) Soviet military topographic maps, consisting of
city plans (scale 1: 10,000) and smaller-scale terrain maps (1: 100,000 and 1:
200,000)(figures 3 and 4), (b) Soviet and Kazakhstani published
topographic maps (figure 5), and (c) Soviet city tourist schemes (figure 6),
as well as a Kazakh city scheme of Ust'-Kamenogorsk published as
recently as the year 2000.

The military city plans were crucial to the survey, and were purchased
in paper version from Eastview Cartographic, Minneapolis. Even though
they are rather outdated – the map of Ust'-Kamenogorsk is from 1978, the
map of Zyryanovsk from 1985 and the map of Leninogorsk from 1984 –
they are the only reliable maps of the case study cities, especially since the
terrain contours seemed to be correct. Therefore, I attempted to update

Thereafter, I purchased part of the data from the statistical agency in Almaty and
the rest from the statistical authority of the Russian Federation. A year later, I
found the same information at the Library of Congress in Washington DC.
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them in the field by adding/redrawing areas (re)built since the years the
maps were produced. This was a very difficult and time-consuming
process, particularly due to the extreme cold, and the result was severely
damaged by the secret services, who confiscated these “field maps”. What
is left of them has been assembled in the land use maps in articles IV and
VI, and is the product of my memory of the areas that I had mapped. Some
photographs were also used as auxiliary material for the reconstruction of
these field maps. Therefore, certain parts of the land use maps may not be
strictly accurate, but are, nonetheless, a good-quality approximation. The
city plans functioned as the cartographic basis which was used to delimit
the regions that were created for the survey’s implementation and analysis
stages.

In addition, the city plans were also analysed during the process of
establishing which cities might have been de facto “closed” or “open”
during the Soviet years. For example, it may be deduced that military maps
which lack particular types of information, especially with regard to
industrial facilities, most likely depicted cities which were “closed”. Such
conclusions, however, need additional support from other sources to gain
validity.

Figure 3: Fragment of a military topographic map (city plan) of Serebryansk, East
Kazakhstan oblast’ (scale 1: 10,000, reduced to 75 % of original dimension). Source:
General’nyi Shtab (1988).
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Figure 4: Fragment of a military topographic map of the Glubokoe-Predgornoe area,
East Kazakhstan Oblast’ (scale 1: 200,000, reduced to 76 % of original dimension).
Source: General’nyi shtab (1987).

The smaller-scale military topographic maps were used in the articles about
former closed cities (articles I and II) in order to identify and locate all
settlements within particular regions, rather than just the ones that map-
makers choose to display on published maps. In addition, they were
necessary in order to match Soviet-era name(s) with their current name(s)
as they appear in public statistics and published topographic maps.6

Both Soviet and Kazakhstani published topographic maps, although of
generally poor quality, were useful in making sense of name changes. In
addition, a 1: 500,000 map of the Eastern Kazakhstan oblast’ was used, with
the support of the larger-scale military maps, as the base map for two maps
of population size and inter-census change in article I.

6 Name changes were not only the result of Kazakhstan’s independence. Even
during the Soviet period, settlements tended to change names occasionally,
reflecting changes in the political and ideological atmosphere of the time. In some
instances, places seem to have “swapped” names. In others, place names “move”,
i.e. village A becomes B, and B turns into C (new name).
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Figure 5: Fragment of a published large scale topographic map (scale 1: 500,000,
reduced to 75 % of original dimension). Source: KKP “Kartografia” (1998).

Figure 6: Fragment of a Soviet tourist scheme of Semipalatinsk (not in scale, and
reduced to 75 % of original dimension). Source: GUGK (1982).
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The Soviet so-called tourist schemes, which are highly distorted and non-
scale “maps” of cities, were used in an unconventional way: it was their
absence for particular cities, rather than their presence and content, which
was elaborated on. Tourist schemes were so distorted that they really had
no reason to exist – streets were omitted in some places and added to
others, land use was not shown, and the selectivity of the landmarks which
the schemes actually did show was excessively geared towards insignificant
objects.7 Nevertheless, my own companion to Ust'-Kamenogorsk was its
tourist scheme published on the occasion of the 280th anniversary of the
city, in the year 2000. Although it was just as lacunal as any other Soviet
tourist scheme, it did have enough empty space to take notes about various
neighbourhoods.8

Field observation. Field observation has always occupied an important
albeit problematic position in geographical method, for much of what is
“readable” in the landscape is in the eyes of the beholder, whose
assessment depends on numerous factors, a discussion about which would
not fall within the scope of this dissertation (instead, see Meinig, 1979).

In this dissertation, field observation was carried out for two purposes.
On the one hand, it was supposed to complement and renew cartographic
material (see above). On the other, it was also used to explore the urban
environment. Altogether, I spent about five months in Eastern
Kazakhstan. During this period, I tried to spend as much time as possible
taking long field walks in residential neighbourhoods to get a “feel of the
place”. In order to be able to make sense of a city, one should experience it
twofold – as an aggregate urban landscape and as microgeographical
mosaic, of its individual constituent parts (see Granö, 1997 [1929], on the
properties pertaining to phenomena perceptible through the near and
distant fields of vision). At the micro-level, one should see it, hear it, even
smell it. During such field tours, I occasionally engaged in conversations
with local inhabitants, in order to learn more about their neighbourhood,
their lives, and their opinions or perceptions about whatever they thought
they might have wanted to talk about. Occasionally, my interlocutors speak
through assumed names in the texts that come. One could say that these
“informal” interviews are the major source of qualitative information in
the dissertation. None of these discussions was taped, and notes were only

7 Reflecting on this issue, Borén (2003, ch. 7) notes that the lack of maps (yellow
pages or any kind of other information about the city’s resources) forced people in
St. Petersburg to actually “know” the city in a different way, through direct
experience. Hence, he says, St. Petersburgers would know much more about
where to find things in St.Petersburg than Stockholmers in Stockholm.
8 My copy of the Ust'-Kamenogorsk tourist scheme was also confiscated by the
secret services.
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taken sporadically in situ (it was too cold to write, and the notes that I did
manage to write were confiscated later). Finally, it should be noticed,
however, that the vast majority of these discussions are not reported in the
coming text. Rather, they lie in the background, enriching the analysis of
quantitative and other “formal” data.

Interviews with key persons. A number of taped structured interviews
with key persons were carried out with the objective of learning more
about current municipal spatial planning practice and the adaptation of
Ust'-Kamenogorsk’s main industrial enterprises to the realities of the
market. The interviews with representatives of industrial enterprises were
generally not very fruitful, as the latter did not always seem to understand
the difference between an interview for the media and one for a
dissertation, meaning that they often tried to seize the opportunity to
spread an exaggeratedly positive image of the enterprise. The interviews
with representatives of the public sector were somewhat more successful.

Kazakhstan: the field laboratory

Kazakhstan. Kazakhstan is a fruitful laboratory for the study of post-
Soviet cities, because many of the characteristics which are typically
attributed to them – dysfunctional urban form due to ministerial autarky,
environmental degradation, housing shortage, ethnic heterogeneity etc. –
are all present and often expressed as extreme cases. It is also worth noting
that there is a rather clear-cut ethnic distinction between the cities that are
located in the northern half of the country, which as a rule are generally
inhabited by a Slavic majority, and those that are located in the southern
half, with considerably larger Kazakh and other Turkic populations. Due
to the significant demographic differences between the Slavic and Turkic
groups (specifically in fertility levels and migration behaviour), I generally
avoid comparisons between “Northern” and “Southern” cities.

Kazakhstan is a large and resource-rich country in the middle of the
Eurasian continental mass (Figure 7). Since it gained independence in late
1991, the country, following a pattern common to most of the former
Soviet Union, has had to face a difficult period of transition from having
been a constituent part of a command economy to becoming a full-fledged
market economy. The case study cities that have been selected for this
dissertation are located in the north-eastern corner of the country in the
Eastern Kazakhstan oblast’, not far from the borders with China and the
Russian Federation. The three cities of Ust'-Kamenogorsk, Leninogorsk
and Zyryanovsk are the largest urban settlements located on the southern
slopes of the Altay mountains, in an area commonly denoted as the Rudnyi
Altay [Ore Altay], owing to its extreme richness in mineral resources.
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During the Soviet era, the Rudnyi Altay region hosted a homonymous
territorial production complex (see De Souza, 1989) based on the
extraction, enrichment and/or industrial transformation of lead, zinc,
copper, gold, uranium, beryllium, tantalum and other non-ferrous metals,
including a variety of rare elements, some of which produced artificially.

Case study city: Ust'-Kamenogorsk. With a population of
approximately 300,000 inhabitants, Ust'-Kamenogorsk, the administrative
centre of Eastern Kazakhstan oblast’, is clearly the largest of the case study
cities. Nearly three quarters of its population are ethnic Russian and less
than one fifth Kazakh (Gentile and Vostochno-Kazakhstanskoe, 2001).

The city, founded in 1720 as a Tsarist military outpost, grew largely as
a result of the establishment of a handful of very large industrial
enterprises between WWII and the early 1960’s (Golikov et al., 1989, pp.
76-77; Megid’, 2000). These are the Lead-Zinc Combine (STsK, operated
by the majority foreign-owned Kaztsink corporation), the Ulba
Metallurgical Plant (UMZ, controlled by Kazakhstan’s state atomic agency
Kazatomprom), the Titanium-Magnesium Combine (TMK, mostly foreign
owned), and the Vostok Machinery Plant (VMZ, currently maintaining a
very low volume of production). Besides lead and zinc, the STsK produces
some gold and copper. The output of the UMZ includes products made
from uranium, beryllium, tantalum and a variety of other rare metals. The
VMZ used to produce mining and metallurgy equipment for the major
metallurgical enterprises in the region. In addition, much of the energy
required by the metallurgical sector is produced in the city, at a hydro-
electrical power plant and a few thermo-electric power plants. The energy
sector in Eastern Kazakhstan oblast’ is owned and administered by the
American energy corporation AES. The heavy industrial focus of the city’s
economy, coupled with a problematic topography, has resulted in Ust'-
Kamenogorsk being one of the former Soviet Union’s most polluted cities
(Feshbach and Friendly, 1992; see also Kudaybergenov, 1990, and
Kosyachnyi, 1990). Due to its military-strategic significance, the city was
closed during much of the Soviet period.
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Figure 7: Location of major cities and case study cities in Kazakhstan.

Case study city: Leninogorsk. Leninogorsk (pop. 55,000) is a small
mining-and-enrichment city located in a valley of the southern Altay
mountains, and an overwhelming majority of the population is ethnic
Russian. Mining operations have been taking place here since the late
XVIIIth century (Leninogor – Leninogorsk, 1986), and the main raw materials
which are extracted are lead, zinc, and other non-ferrous metals, including
some rare elements. The city hosts first-stage lead and zinc enrichment
facilities which, like the mines, are operated by Kaztsink. As with Ust'-
Kamenogorsk, the city suffers from severe environmental problems due to
the combination of topography and the emissions from the non-ferrous
metallurgical activities (Kozhar, 1991). The local power supply is provided
by one small hydro-electric and two small thermo-electric power plants. All
in all, as a result of the gradual depletion of the mining sector’s resource
base, of the collapse of the city’s light industry, and of the downsizing of
the workforce at the poly-metal combine, Leninogorsk is a strongly
declining city, unemployment being an endemic problem.

Case study city: Zyryanovsk. The poly-metal mines of Zyryanovsk (pop.
about 40,000, of which a clear majority are ethnic Russian) started
operating in 1792 (Mushketov, 1883). In addition, a lead combine and a
thermo-electric power plant, as well as some small-scale light industry, are
found in the city. For reasons similar to those in Leninogorsk, Zyryanovsk
is in rapid decline and unemployment is high. Zyryanovsk is a rather
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isolated city, and it was not until 1953 that the city obtained its first railway
connection, crucial for the expansion of the mining activities (Taaffe,
1960). Even in Zyryanovsk, air, soil and water pollution has reached
emergency levels (Kozhar, 1991).

I will now proceed to discuss the two issues of central concern to this
dissertation: urbanisation and socio-spatial differentiation. Thereafter, the
structure and major findings of my work will be outlined.

Crucial concepts in context

Urbanisation. Urbanisation is the process of becoming urban (Johnston et
al., 1994, p. 665). The comparison of urbanisation degrees at different
points in time enables drawing conclusions about the process of
urbanisation. However, in doing so, scientists are generally forced to rely
on official definitions of urbanisation, which in turn rely on juridical
definitions of the urban, whose contents and quality vary in space and
time. The same is true for this dissertation, which must out of necessity
make use of existing Soviet and Kazakhstani population data. In the Soviet
Union, three types of human settlement were distinguished, based on their
particular mélange of population size and economic functions: the city
(gorod), the settlement of urban type (posëlok gorodskogo tipa [PGT], or rabochii
posëlok), and rural settlement (selo, sel’skii naselënnyi punkt). The process of
urbanisation is therefore defined as a population redistribution from rural
settlements to cities and PGT’s, and the degree of urbanisation is the share
of the total population living in cities and PGT’s. Nevertheless, the
concept of rural is occasionally used differently throughout the
dissertation, referring to, for instance, particular neighbourhoods’ form
and function.

Urbanisation is fruitfully understood through its connection with
economic growth (Davis, 1996 [1965], p. 7). Although cities have existed
for millennia, as foci for political and military power or as trading centres,
large scale urbanisation has not existed as an economic necessity until
relatively recently. Industrialisation, itself a result of the implementation of
a series of technological breakthroughs during the XVIIIth and XIXth

centuries, demanded a concentration of labour, and an increasing rural
labour reserve, fuelled by a population boom and simultaneous
rejuvenation due to decreasing mortality but a sustained (high) birth rate
(Benevolo, 1973 [1963]; Lundén, 1999).

Urbanisation is not a straightforward concept, and its essence is
intimately connected with the question of what characterises cities as
independent elements of the cultural landscape (Frödin, 1946). According
to Lundén (1999, p. 13), three broad categories of definitions of “city” may
be distinguished. First, there are juridical definitions, according to which
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cities are defined as such if they meet particular criteria established by legal
means. The latter would typically include population size as one of the
variables that would matter. Second, there are definitions based on criteria
of form, which use “urbanity”, i.e. the degree of “cityness” in the built
environment, as principal point of departure. Third, a city may be defined
on the basis of functional criteria, centring attention on the types of
activities (“rural” or “urban”) that are performed there. All three
definitions are insufficient by themselves, for each one leaves a set of
crucial questions unanswered. First, how do juridical definitions take in
account the factual changes in the extension and intenseness of the city
during the course of time? Cities tend to grow, by areal increase if not
through population growth, whereas administrative boundaries tend to
remain fixed. Second, what is city-like, how big do buildings have to be,
and how close must they be to each other? Third, what is an urban
activity? This is perhaps the most problematic aspect, for the essence of
what an urban activity is has changed during the course of history, and it is
also clear that urban functions in Britain are unlike those found in, for
instance, Nepal or even in the post-Soviet states of Central Asia. Besides,
can’t urban activities be performed just about anywhere, and how would
we term an extra-urban area populated by city-bound daily commuters? In
this light, it would possibly be more fruitful to pose the question “Where is
it that rural activities cannot be performed?”. Finally, complementing the
juridical, form-based, and functional definitions, a city may be seen in light
of its socio-ecological qualities, recognising that urbanism is a specific form
of human group existence. In this case, one would have to combine the
essential elements of what makes cities “urban” in order to obtain a solid
sociological definition (Wirth, 1971 [1938]). Depending on one’s chosen
city definition, following Ronnås (1987, p. 9), urbanisation may be defined
as a rightward movement along a rural-urban continuum, which may be
visualised as an axis with a rural maximum and urban minimum on the left
hand side and the exact opposite on the right hand side. Movements along
this axis, whether forward or, less often, backwards, may occur at different
paces depending on the definition of urbanisation which is implied in the
way by which one understands the concept of city. Such a definition is
likely to become either demographic, structural or behavioural (Öhman,
2000, pp. 59-60; Andersson, 1987, pp. 23-37). A demographic definition
“simply” states the urban, city-dwelling, share of a population. In a
structural definition, urbanisation is a concentration of population which
goes hand in hand with the technical and organisational development of
the economic branches. A behavioural definition focuses on the different
nature of social relations in urban and rural settings, implying that
urbanisation is a process of social transition, fostered by the greater
population concentration, density and heterogeneity in cities (Öhman,
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2000, p. 60). Hence, the latter definition presupposes the existence of a
specific type of urban culture, and urban culture does not necessarily have
to be restricted to cities, even though it is emanated by them (Pahl, 1970,
pp. 97-98). Finally, it is important to stress that urbanisation is both a
process, by which rural becomes urban, and an outcome, or a “degree” of
urbanisation, which can be subject to empirical measurement.

It may be said that mass urbanisation is, at least historically, a corollary
of industrialisation. Once this fact is established, we are left with the reality
that urbanisation has occurred and is taking place at different times and
speeds, and its spatial outcome is vastly diverse, not always in harmony
with the pace of industrialisation. In fact, Borja and Castells (1997, p. 69)
attribute rural-urban migration in developing countries more to the
“expulsion” of agricultural workers as a result of the modernisation of
working tasks, rather than to the creation of industrial jobs in cities. The
lack of urban industrial employment opportunities coupled with strong
rural-urban migration results in a crisis of overurbanisation, within which
overtertiarisation, the over-supply of services, becomes ubiquitous
(Mingione, 1981, p. 138). At the same time, many European cities are
losing population through natural decline, suburbanisation and even
counterurbanisation, while employment patterns are shifting away from
manufacturing industry towards the tertiary and quaternary sectors
(Massey, 1984, ch. 1). In short, urbanisation is a global process with very
distinct local and regional characteristics. Explaining these characteristics is
a major endeavour surrounded by a lively and seemingly endless debate,
and a principal task of this dissertation is to contribute to scholarly
understanding of urbanisation under conditions of state socialism.

It was common, and politically acceptable, amongst Soviet scholars to
ascertain that

[U]rbanisation is closely linked with the technico-scientific revolution of
the 20th century. But its speed, forms and character ultimately depend on
the social structure of society itself, on the spontaneous or planned
administration of societal processes (Golikov et al., 1989, p. 59, author’s
translation).

Needless to say, such a conclusion is not shared by all students of Soviet
urbanisation. Can a centrally planned economic system such as that of the
Soviet Union lead to a different kind of urbanisation? Or more specifically,
can we speak of socialist versus capitalist urbanisation? In terms of the
formal urbanisation rate, socialist countries seemed to urbanise more
slowly, but they did urbanise (Enyedi, 1998). At the ideological level,
socialist urbanisation was the process that was supposed to lead to socialist
cities – capitalist urbanisation to capitalist ones. Socialist and capitalist
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urbanisation processes were supposed to lead to different urban outcomes,
from the local to the national level. The question is whether socialism had
the potential to produce entirely new cities and settlement systems, or
whether it simply acted as an intervening variable causing temporary
turbulence in an otherwise more or less straightforward process (Szelényi,
1996). Musil (1992, p. 70) suggests that the differences between the
capitalist and socialist city systems increased from the macro-spatial to the
micro-spatial level – the internal structure of socialist cities was thus more
“uniquely socialist” than the structure of the settlement system. However,
as Enyedi (1992; 1998) notes, socialist countries, with the exception of
Czechoslovakia, had (and, in part, still have) a rather underdeveloped city
system, in which large cities were often surrounded by scarcely populated
and/or poorly serviced areas, as a result of a historical delay in
urbanisation rooted long before the socialist regimes had taken over.
Nevertheless, as a numbers of scholars have noted, large cities tended to
have dense contact with their surrounding territories in the form of
extensive commuting (see, for example, Sjöberg, 1991, ch. 4; Kenigshtein,
1983; Khorev et al., 1970; Khorev and Likhoded, 1982 and 1983).

One of the most influential explanations of the phenomenon of
commuting in socialist countries can be found in Murray and Szelényi’s
(1984) underurbanisation thesis. The basic idea is that, under conditions of
Soviet-style central planning, cities offer an almost unlimited supply of
industrial employment possibilities at the expense of investment in the so-
called “non-productive” sectors of the economy, including housing, which
ends up being in shortage. Simply speaking, industrialisation proceeds
faster than urbanisation, as opposed to what happens in the case of
overurbanisation. The consequences of the imbalance between the supply
of urban jobs and urban housing has, using Musil’s (1992) words, effects at
both the macrospatial and microspatial levels. At the macrospatial
(settlement system) level, migrants are attracted to settlements where
housing is available and within commutable distance from workplaces.9 At
the microspatial (intra-urban) level, migrants also have the possibility to
occupy the least attractive urban dwellings, which, as a matter of fact, tend
to be concentrated in particular types of neighbourhoods. This is where
the connection between socialist urbanisation and urban socio-spatial
structure becomes apparent.

The problem with the underurbanisation thesis is that it does not seem
to be able to explain urbanisation patterns in what used to be the most
Soviet of all countries, the Soviet Union (Tammaru, 2001, p. 584). Even
so, this does not mean that the factors lying behind underurbanisation were

9 At the macro-spatial level, the impression one could get is that high population
densities around larger cities may depend on suburbanisation, whereas in fact
preurbanisation would probably serve as a better term.
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not at work in the USSR. Priorities on heavy industry certainly did play a
central role, but at least three other important intervening factors
complicate the picture. First, in the Baltic and Central Asian republics, for
instance, industrial expansion was led by a significant in-migration of
Russians and other Slavs. In this regard, Tammaru (2001 and 2002) notes
that, although urbanisation did proceed at a high pace in Estonia, the
Estonian ethnic group remained underurbanised.10 Second, it is an
established fact that administrative restrictions were applied in order to
prevent potential migrants from moving to cities or simply from rural areas
(Lewis and Rowland, 1979; Buckley, 1995; Sjöberg 1991, ch. 4, Matthews,
1993), even though there is no agreement as to the success of such
policies. Third, municipal boundaries tended to “move out”, suddenly
urbanising whatever they passed, and settlements were often
administratively reclassified – from rural settlement to PGT or PGT to
city, and vice versa (Sjöberg, 1991, ch. 4, Tammaru, 2002). The rural
settlement of Bektemir, near Tashkent, for instance, used to be a typical
extra-urban “underurbanisation settlement” until the Tashkent city limits
engulfed it and urbanised its inhabitants (Abdukhakkim Kayumov, pers.
comm., April 1998). Finally, a few minor, chiefly Soviet, characteristics
should be mentioned: the existence of “closed” cities, the extensive use of
prisoners as a source of cheap labour, and the relative and absolute
location of the USSR’s natural resources. No one knows exactly how many
closed cities existed in the Soviet Union, and to which extent they actually
were closed. However, it is reasonable to presume that there were many
such cities, and that they were closed to various degrees. This probably
resulted in a considerable deviation of urban-bound migration flows, while
it most likely also limited the extent of urbanisation in regions surrounding
closed cities (Gentile, 2004). The use of prison labour and the remote
location (in the Urals, far North, Western Siberia, Kazakhstan and
Kuzbass) of most of the major natural resource basins of the USSR are
interlinked factors. As the natural resources are found in areas with low
population densities, the creation of settlements large enough to sustain
viable mining-and-enrichment and energy complexes must, at least in part,
be founded on labour import from densely populated regions. In the
earlier days, prisoners and deported populations represented the major
source of labour (see Alekseenko, 1995, p. 62).11 The urbanisation process
that resulted was thus forced, and implied a significant inter-regional
population transfer, rather than intra-regional, which is a more common

10 Mettam and Williams (2001) see this as an effect of “internal colonialism”.
11 At the same time, a system of incentives was devised in order to attract and
maintain a skilled work force in the more remote locations (de Souza, 1989, pp.
201-204).
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form of urbanisation. But there are additional dimensions of the scattered
location of the natural resource base. One of them is the formation of
settlements for temporary habitation, especially for the development of the
West Siberian oil-and-gas complex (Pertsik, 1980, ch. 3). Furthermore, at
the local level, even permanent settlements based on resource extraction
are likely to assume the form of fragmented multicentric cities, or of
multiple mine-settlement complexes (Pertsik, 1980, p. 186).12

Socio-spatial differentiation. Socio-spatial differentiation is the tendency
for people with distinctive social, cultural and economic characteristics to
live close to one another (Knox and Pinch, 2000, p. 424). This
phenomenon exists in all cities, although it assumes different forms in line
with local, regional, national and global historical, political, economic and
cultural distinctions. In this context, urban socio-economic spatial patterns
have received greatest scholarly attention, ever since Friedrich Engels’
(1987 [1845]) observations on the working class’ housing situation in
Manchester and in other British cities, and the rigorous work of the
Chicago school of human ecology.13 Between the 1920’s and the 1940’s,
the Chicago school produced a number of significant works which
described the socio-spatial structure of American cities with a fair but
disputable degree of accuracy, particularly the Burgess concentric circle,
Hoyt sector, and, later on, Harris-Ullman multinucleic models (Short,
1996, pp. 179-182; Molina, 1997, pp. 39-41; Dear and Flusty, 1998, p. 51).
Although the ecological rationales of invasion and succession may not be
as straightforward as Chicago school sociologists might have sustained
(e.g. McKenzie, 1971 [1926]), and in spite of the fact that “sectoral” and
“ring progression” mobility may depend on factors other than pure
competition, Hoytian and Burgessian socio-spatial patterns have been
identified time after time in various geographical contexts, including the
post-socialist one. In an influential study of urban inequalities in Hungarian
cities, Szelényi (1983) discovered Burgess-like housing type rings, with an
over-representation of particular socio-economic classes. The explanation
of these patterns, however, lay in the structural problems of the socialist
allocation system. Since the apex of the era of Chicago school human
ecology, urban (and larger-scale) socio-spatial inequalities have been
explained in a variety of ways. First and foremost, the city has been seen as

12 The fragmentation of cities into loose multi-centre networks entails a number of
urban planning problems, especially regarding the provision and maintenance of
municipal services, which becomes complicated.
13 Historically, however, different social groups have traditionally occupied
different urban locations long before the industrial revolution, which, in practice,
reversed earlier patterns by which the rich and wealthy lived in the city core and
the outcast in the outskirts of cities (Knox and Pinch, 2000, pp. 24-29).
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an arena in which class conflict and its spatial resolution take place. Strictu
sensu, this means that the interests of the class which owns the means of
production are reflected in the residential community structure of the city,
as the latter reflects the multiplicity of labour functions which are
necessary for the continuation of capital accumulation (Harvey, 1989, ch.
4). Hence, through the lens of the Marxist approach, the capitalist mode of
production requires the reproduction of social difference, and social
difference must be spatially reinforced in order to maintain the social
classes’ internal culture and characteristic social relations. Since WW II,
urbanisation and residential differentiation were supported and fostered by
Fordism, with its typical focus on general standardisation and mass
production, but the oil crises of the 1970’s marked a shift in the dominant
regime of accumulation towards post-Fordist or post-industrial production
(Harvey, 1990). In order to adapt to an increasingly competitive form of
capitalism, flexibilisation (or, in Harvey’s [1989; 1990] words, flexible
accumulation) radically transformed the nature of the relationship between
the owners of the means of production and the working class. Together
with accelerating deindustrialisation and the selective nature of the
economy’s increasing informationalisation, it magnifies social divisions in
the major urban areas of the high income countries (Borja and Castells,
1997). Simultaneously, capitalism is forced to deal with the inertia of the
physical structure of the Fordist regional metropolis, producing new
urbanities, new cityscapes, and promoting the reinterpretation and
alternative exploitation of its landscape elements.14 The result is what
Edward Soja (2000) calls the postmetropolis, epitomised by the multiple
heterotopias of the Los Angeles agglomeration (Soja, 1996 [1989]).
Postmodern geography visualises the contradictions of the postmetropolis
by teasing out the hidden symptoms of an omnipresent power non-
structure, an ill-defined web of control that all ordinary citizens find
themselves subject to. Such symptoms include new forms of socio-spatial
difference and the physical expression thereof, exemplified the
“privatopias” mushrooming in “fortified cities” (Dear and Flusty, 1998).

Today, residential differentiation, and particularly its consequences, are
being studied from a multitude of perspectives, some of which are
relatively new to the subject of geography. Discourse analyses elaborating
on the Self/Other dichotomy (see Molina, 2000, and Andersson and
Molina, 2003, for Nordic work on the subject), studies of neighbourhood
effects (Friedrichs, 1997) and analyses of ethnic migration networks
(Andersson and Molina, 2003), for instance, are being carried out in order
to improve our understanding of the factors that reproduce residential

14 Gentrification is, possibly, one of the most significant examples of the post-
industrial urban reinterpretation of the physical structure of the Fordist city.
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segregation. However, the number of studies that actually portray the city-
scale geography of segregation has dropped sensibly, having been replaced
by a wide range of studies of a qualitative character.

Explanations of residential socio-spatial differentiation in socialist
urban areas have traditionally been somewhat different. The empirical
experience of socialist cities shows that social difference continued to be
reproduced during the socialist period, though its extent and underlying
factors have been subject to discussion (for various accounts, see
Weclawowicz, 1979; Dangschat, 1985; Dangschat, 1987; Mateju and
Vecernik, 1981, Szelényi, 1983; Musil, 1987; Bater, 1989; French, 1995). As
this topic is developed extensively in the articles section of this
dissertation, it will suffice here to state that the socio-spatial patterns that
were sustained and produced by the socialist system are those that have
been inherited by the post-socialist/post-Soviet cities. Such distinct
patterns were generated in at least five ways: through occasional planned
professional segregation (i.e. housing explicitly built for KGB officers),
through the urban residence permit requirement, through the preferential
allocation of housing to younger couples, through the existence of
substantial housing quality differences, and as an effect of the housing
construction and allocation strategies of the industrial enterprises (Gentile,
forthcoming 2004). Migration, foreign direct investment, job opportunities,
the aesthetic qualities and structural soundness of the built environment,
and countless other factors influence whether or not these patterns will
persist during the decades following the demise of central planning. Within
this context, the development of the physical structure of post-Soviet cities
becomes especially important.

Structure of dissertation and major findings

Following the introductory chapter (section one), this dissertation contains
eight independent texts, broadly organised into two main areas: (a)
urbanisation and regional migration processes (section two), and (b) urban
socio-spatial patterns (section three)(table 1). All but one text (article II)
are based on the fieldwork undertaken in Eastern Kazakhstan. The first
section contains three articles aimed at elucidating the different nature of
migration and urbanisation before and after the softening15 of the iron
curtain.

15 I use the term softening rather than fall in order to emphasise that there is still a
rigid distinction between what traditionally is regarded as the “West” and the
remainder of the Eurasian continent. As Steven Lye Myers of the New York Times
recently said, “the curtain across Europe may be less ironclad than in the past, but
there is no dispute that Russia is on the other side of it, not just politically and
economically, but psychologically perhaps as well (Myers, 2003).
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Section
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in
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tion

Article Title of article Publication status

ONE:
Introduction

1 -

Introductory text: Studies in the
Transformation of Post-Soviet
Cities: An Introduction to the
Field

-

2 I
Delayed Underurbanisation and
the Closed City Effect: The Case
of Ust'-Kamenogorsk

Eurasian
Geography and
Economics 44: 2,
2003.

3 II
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Here, specific attention will be paid to the implication of the presence of
“closed” cities in the Soviet Union for the regional urbanisation processes
unfolding during the post-Soviet period, serving as an example devoted to
stressing the uniqueness of Soviet urbanisation and, hence, of its legacy for
cities and the regions surrounding them. In addition, a more general
analysis of urban-bound in-migration represents an addition to the
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knowledge base about the general process of urbanisation and the way it is
reflected in the changing socio-spatial structure of the city.

The second section of the dissertation concerns the internal socio-
spatial structure of cities. Three articles reveal the state of residential
differentiation patterns in the three case study cities, and two additional
articles explore current residential preferences and satisfaction as glimpses
into possible urban futures.

Section TWO. Articles I and II deal with the significance of an anomaly in
the history of urbanisation: closed cities. The articles’ common general
objective is to assess whether closed cities are of any importance within the
context of post-Soviet urbanisation. Closed cities may be operationally
defined as cities which were not visitable without prior permission.
Although closed cities have existed in other countries, there is hardly any
doubt that they were clearly over-represented in the USSR.16 In the first
article, which is based on an analysis of data from the Eastern Kazakhstan
oblast’, I conclude that the sudden “opening up” of the Ust'-Kamenogorsk
city limits seems to have led to a regional urbanisation pattern similar to
the one predicted by the Murray-Szelényi underurbanisation thesis, i.e. a
form of delayed underurbanisation.

In the second article, I challenge the conclusion from the first article
by subjecting it to a national-level analysis. Initially, I attempt to classify
Soviet cities according to their degree of closure. Thereafter, through an
examination of cartographic material, I tentatively establish which cities in
Kazakhstan were most likely closed during the Soviet epoch. A subsequent
empirical survey of regional, urban and suburban population change during
the 1989-1999 inter-census period, coupled with a detailed comparison of
the suburban population patterns of the cities of Pavlodar and Kustanay,
confirms the hypothesis that former closed cities tend to have a more
positive (or less negative) population development than “open” cities.
Also, the principal finding from the first article, that of the emergence of a
pattern of “delayed underurbanisation” around former closed cities, is
reconfirmed and strengthened by the comparative analysis of Pavlodar and
Kustanay.

Article III contributes to migration research on post-Soviet countries by
analysing data on urban-bound migrants in East Kazakhstan, emphasising
the origin, ethnic composition, and residential situation of the migrants.
The article’s explicit goal is to describe, analyse the origin, ethnic
composition and residential situation of urban-bound migrants who
arrived in the cities of East Kazakhstan before and after 1991. The
character of the paper is comparative, focussing on the different

16 Even today, many cities and settlements in the Russian Federation remain
closed (Gentile, 2004).
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experiences of migrants who arrived during the Soviet epoch and those
who arrived since 1991. The principal findings suggest that there has been
a clear increase in migrants from the oblast’s rural areas to the regional
capital, and that the origin of these migrants has shifted in favour of areas
with a larger Kazakh population. Together with the out-migration of Slavs
and Germans17, this is gradually changing the ethnic structure of the city.
Additionally, the article reveals that “Soviet” migrants are generally better
off than “post-Soviet” migrants, who tend to live in disadvantaged
neighbourhoods, and that Russians are considerably better-housed than
Kazakhs. In contrast with the official Soviet goals, the ethnic housing gap
is shown to be greatest amongst those migrants who arrived during the
Soviet period.

Section THREE. Articles IV and V set out to describe and analyse
residential segregation patterns in Ust'-Kamenogorsk. Article IV shows
that, along with the city’s housing resources’ marketisation, a number of
Soviet legacies, such as the major industrial enterprises’ housing strategies
for their workers and the city’s previous status as “closed”, are important
for the formation of the ethnic and socio-economic residential segregation
patterns. These patterns are cartographically displayed in the paper. Article
V focuses primarily on socio-economic segregation in Ust'-Kamenogorsk,
and utilises such factors as college education, formal unemployment levels
and car ownership. Furthermore, it assesses the city’s spatial variations in
housing quality. Moderate levels of residential segregation are identified,
and it is argued that they are largely attributable to the effect of Soviet
legacies, especially to that of the industrial enterprises’ unequal ability to
construct workers’ housing due to the enterprises’ relative priority position
vis-à-vis the goals of the national economic planning authorities.

Article VI investigates ethnic and socio-economic residential
segregation in the two small cities of Leninogorsk and Zyryanovsk,
comparing the physical spatial structure and the socio-spatial landscape
that is unfolding in its context. The results demonstrate the existence of
significant socio-economic segregation and of a weak tendency towards
ethnic concentration in Leninogorsk, whereas Zyryanovsk does not seem
to have developed any pronounced patterns of socio-spatial differentiation.
Both cities, however, demonstrate a socio-economic division between the
population living in apartments and the population living in the older
detached housing sector, even though it is much more obvious in
Leninogorsk. Areas dominated by detached housing are also very poorly
serviced and often located in environmentally hazardous neighbourhoods,

17 Kazakhstan had a significant German ethnic minority at the time of the 1989
census. Since then, the group has steadily decreased in both relative and absolute
size.
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adding an environmental justice dimension to the issue. Thus far, it seems
as though the socio-economic landscape created during the Soviet period
has remained in place, albeit with a greatly impoverished population.

Articles VII and VIII describe and analyse the geography and structure
of the neighbourhood residential preferences and residential satisfaction of
the inhabitants of the three case study cities of Ust'-Kamenogorsk (article
VII) and Leninogorsk and Zyryanovsk (article VIII). The literature review
in article VII serves as a background to both articles.

At the aggregate level, the evidence that is presented suggests distinct
preference patterns in Ust'-Kamenogorsk, with the main focus of
preference being on the city centre. The geography of residential
satisfaction is different. Amongst other things, differences in satisfaction
have been found between residents of housing built by former high-
priority enterprises and those occupying most of the remainder of the
housing stock, testifying the pervasive and continuing importance of the
legacy of Soviet economic and territorial planning, and the still rather
limited changes that the marketisation of the economy has been able to
produce.

The results from Leninogorsk and Zyryanovsk allow the tentative
conclusion that small peripheral industrial cities in the former Soviet
Union were characterised by a significant degree of residential
neighbourhood differentiation, both in terms of attractiveness on the
current and future housing markets, and with respect to the provision and
availability of basic infrastructure and services. As in Ust'-Kamenogorsk,
the most visible distinctions in housing quality are those between the
private detached housing sector and the (former) state apartment sector,
the latter by far representing the most modern part of the housing stock.
However, and not surprisingly, the location of the major stationary sources
of pollution in the cities is an important aspect governing the attractiveness
of the city’s neighbourhoods. Often, factory-adjacent neighbourhoods are
also those with the poorest general housing quality levels, exacerbating an
already precarious situation.

In short, articles VII and VIII portray an image in which the urban
situation inherited by Kazakhstan from the Soviet Union is one of spatial
inequality and environmental injustice.

Conclusions. The broad purpose of this dissertation was to illustrate
the process of urbanisation and socio-spatial transition which is taking
place in the post-Soviet city and its hinterland. Drawing from the
experience of three cities in East Kazakhstan, the articles that make up the
bulk of this work show that the resolution of the tension between market
transition and socialist legacies differs according to geographical context,
settlement size and settlement economic functions. In the case of the
process of urbanisation which is unfolding in regions with former closed
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cities, a “closed city effect”, by which the former closed city and its
surrounding territory are likely to have a relatively positive or less negative
population development, has been identified. In the larger case study city
of Ust'-Kamenogorsk, the closed city effect is accompanied by a change in
the ethnic composition of the flow of urban-bound migrants, leading to an
increase in the relative and absolute sizes of the Kazakh population. This
dissertation also identifies clear socio-spatial patterns in each case study
city, even though the socio-spatial disparities are most evident in the
largest city. Such disparities are, furthermore, reflected in the particular
geography of residential preferences that resulted from the mapping of the
survey respondents’ evaluation of individual neighbourhoods. Finally, the
basic structure of the social geography of the types of cities studied in this
dissertation is primarily the product of Soviet legacies, and market forces
are contributing to an accentuation, rather than a remaking, of Soviet social
spatialities.
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